GOERING QUESTIONS

In reference to economic questions did you hold the following positions?

a. Coordinator for all raw material and foreign exchange problems.
b. Trustee for the Four Year Plan
c. Chairman of the Ministerial Council for Reich Defense
d. Deputy for the overall supervision of the Economic Administration in the Eastern Areas.

Who were members of the Ministerial Council for Reich Defense?

Did you have a meeting of this committee on 12 May 1936?

In this meeting did you make this statement: "If we have war tomorrow, we need synthetic raw material substitutes. Money will then be of no importance at all. This being the case, we must be prepared to create the necessary conditions already now in peace time."

On 30 May 1936 was there another meeting at which the same ministers participating, at which you not say: "All measures must be viewed means for actual warfare are to be readily available." Production facilities must be, to some extent, in operation already in peace time."

At the Parteitag in the fall of 1936 Hitler mentioned as trustee of the Four Year Plan. I:

Tell us the real meaning of the plan, and what was your job?
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a. Coordinator for all raw material and foreign exchange problems.
b. Trustee for the Four Year Plan
c. Chairman of the Ministerial Council for Reich Defense
d. Deputy for the over-all supervision of the Economic Administration in the Eastern Areas.

Who were members of the Ministerial Council for Reich Defense?

Did you have a meeting of this committee on 12 May 1936?

In this meeting did you make this statement: "If we have war tomorrow, we need synthetic raw material substitutes—then be of no importance at all. This be prepared to create the necessary conditions."

On 30 May 1936 was there another meeting at which you presided with the same ministers participating, at which the defendant Schacht warned against over expansion with resulting over expansion? And did you not say: "All measures must be viewed means for actual warfare are to be readily facilities must be, to some extent, in operation."?

At the Parteitag in the fall of 1936 Hitler announced your reappointment as trustee of the Four Year Plan. Is this true?

Tell us the real meaning of the plan, and what was your job?
That gave you a great deal of power, did it

Did you have a special meeting of the same ministers on 4 September 1936 and did you state: "Today's meeting is than all previous meetings"?

Why was that so?

You stated at the meeting "existing reserves will have to be touched for the purpose of carrying us over this difficulty until the goal ordered by the Fuehrer has been reached; in case of war they are not a reliable backing in any case".

What reserves were you talking about and what was there in the situation that required such drastic action as touching existing reserves?

Why were you opposed to Dr. Goerdeler's memorandum suggesting that there be considerable limitation of armaments? What was the strength to which you were trying to bring the German Armed Forces? What was its strength in 1936? Against what nation did you deem it necessary to have even greater armaments?

You read at this meeting a memorandum of the Fuehrer to yourself and to Blomberg. State the general contents of the memorandum.

You state in the minutes that the memorandum "starts from the basic thought that the show-down with Russia is inevitable". What did the Fuehrer mean by that and what reasons did he give? Was it because he had resolved upon carrying forward his policy of expansion to the east?
That gave you a great deal of power, did it not?

Did you have a special meeting of the same ministers on 4 September 1936 and did you state: "Today's meeting is of greater importance than all previous meetings"?

Why was that so?

You stated at the meeting "existing reserves will have to be touched for the purpose of carrying us over this difficulty until the goal ordered by the Fuehrer has been reached; in case of war they are not a reliable backing in any case".

What reserves were you talking about and what was there in the situation that required such drastic action as touching existing reserves?

Why were you opposed to Dr. Goerdeler's memorandum suggesting that there be considerable limitation of armaments? What was the strength to which you were trying to bring the German Armed Forces? What was its strength in 1936? Against what nation did you deem it necessary to have even greater armaments?

You read at this meeting a memorandum of the Fuehrer to yourself and to Blomberg. State the general contents of the memorandum.

You state in the minutes that the memorandum "starts from the basic thought that the show-down with Russia is inevitable". What did the Fuehrer mean by that and what reasons did he give? Was it because he had resolved upon carrying forward his policy of expansion to the east?
You speak in the minutes of "the risk in the field of foreign affairs which the Fuehrer runs so continuously". What risk did you have in mind?

Did you feel that war was imminent at the time of this meeting?

Was not that the implication of your statement to the meeting "if war should break out tomorrow we would be forced to take measures from which we might possibly still shy away at the present moment. They are therefore to be taken"?

You state in the minutes "The Fuehrer is going to speak very soon to the industrial leaders and expose to them his fundamental thoughts". What were these fundamental thoughts?

Did he ever express them to the industrial leaders?

What industrial leaders were there?

You state that the Fuehrer achieved "recognition on the part of France that we need a stronger Wehrmacht than France herself". When did the French say that?

Why did you say that "all measures have to be taken just as if we were actually in the stage of imminent danger of war"?

Did you mean that Hitler had settled upon a policy which might make war come at any moment?

If such war broke out, would it not be because of the actions taken by Germany?

On 22 January 1940 you appointed the defendant Funk in his capacity as Economic Minister and Reichsbank President, to develop a program for the new economic order under German domination. Is this true?
Did he prepare such an order?

What did it provide?

On 19 June 1940 did a conference take place you directed that "the greatest emphasis be transfer to Germany of all raw materials for...

Is it true that from 1 March 1944 through 1 supreme jurisdiction over the property right located in German occupied areas?

Did you on 1 November 1939 as Chairman of t for Defense and as Trustee for the Four Year over all economic sectors in the administra

And in your capacity as Chairman of the Coun Trustee of the Four Year Plan did you create which had supreme jurisdiction over all econ control of the money and credit market and of all conscriptions and requisitions?

Whom did you designate as Chief of that office?
Did he prepare such an order?

What did it provide?

On 19 June 1940 did a conference take place at your office at which you directed that "the greatest emphasis be placed on the immediate transfer to Germany of all raw materials found in the occupied areas."

Is it true that from 1 March 1944 through 1942 and 1943 you had supreme jurisdiction over the property rights of all European industries located in German occupied areas?

Did you on 1 November 1939 as Chairman of the Ministerial Council for Defense and as Trustee for the Four Year Plan assert jurisdiction over all economic sectors in the administration of Poland?

And in your capacity as Chairman of the Council for Defense and as Trustee of the Four Year Plan did you create an office in Poland which had supreme jurisdiction over all economic matters including control of the money and credit market and of all confiscations and requisitions?

Whom did you designate as Chief of that office?
And on 19 March 1941, three months prior to approve a plan for an organization for the Soviet Union which was completely independent of military and civilian administrative agencies:

And did you then set up a similar organization of spoliation of France?

Was it not part of the task assigned to you to establish controls over the countries that you invaded and occupied, to direct their material resources and manpower in the interests of German war economy even though it denied to the local population the product of its essential industry?

Do you recall a meeting on 14 October 1938, a few Munich agreement, with the same ministers present Can you tell us what you announced at this meeting?

And did you then develop a program designed to execute these orders?
And on 19 March 1941, three months prior to the invasion, did you approve a plan for an organization for the economic exploitation of the Soviet Union which was completely independent of the jurisdiction of military and civilian administrative agencies?

And did you then set up a similar organization for the economic spoliation of France?

Was it not part of the task assigned to you to establish controls over the countries that you invaded and occupied, to direct their material resources and manpower in the interests of German war economy even though it denied to the local population the product of its essential industry?

Do you recall a meeting on 14 October 1938, a few weeks after the Munich agreement, with the same ministers present?

Can you tell us what you announced at this meeting?

And did you then develop a program designed to execute these orders?